Joint Landmark Commission/Landmark Commission Agenda

Via Video and Audio Conference Due to
COVID-19 Public Health Emergency
Wednesday, January, 27, 2021, 7PM
For the safety of staff and residents, in-person attendance is not permitted. Join the Zoom meeting
from a PC, Mac, iPad, iPhone or Android device. Join online to listen and watch
at https://zoom.us/j/96312246076?pwd=T3VMNzN3eFVyN2lRemZsY1BabFc0UT09, Password:
33553400: Description: Landmark Commission Meeting; or join by phone to listen at 833-548-0276
(toll free); Webinar ID: 963 1224 6076, Password: 33553400.
Residents may submit comments/questions regarding items on the agenda at least 6 hours in
advance of the meeting by emailing Cameron Roberts at cameron.roberts@shakeronline.com; staff
will respond prior to the meeting.
1. Approval of Minutes from the October 28, 2020 meeting.
Documents:
2. LC MINUTES_10-28-20 DRAFT.PDF
2. Certificate of Appropriateness: 18938 Winslow Road - New Attached Garage.
Joseph and Mary Jo Ciuni, applicants.
Documents:
4. 18938 WINSLOW - APPLICATION MATERIALS_REDUCED.PDF
3. Certificate of Appropriateness: 18426 Winslow Road - Window Replacements.
Saiman Lun, homeowner. Chuck Thall, contractor, Rae Trent Remodeling.
Documents:
7. 18426 WINSLOW - APPLICATION MATERIALS_REDUCED.PDF
4. Staff Approvals.
5. Other Business.
1.

2021 Certified Local Government Grant Application.

To request an accommodation for a person with a disability, call the City's ADA
Coordinator at 216-491-1440, or Ohio Relay Service at 711 for TTY users.

Landmark Commission / Architectural Board of Review Minutes
Wednesday, October 28, 2020
7 P.M.
Via Zoom Webinar
Members Present:

Nancy Moore, Landmark Commission, Chair
Clifford Brown, Landmark Commission, Member
Meghan Hays, Landmark Commission, Member
Crystal Montgomery, Landmark Commission, Member
Ron Reed, Landmark Commission, Member
Stephanie Ryberg-Webster, Landmark Commission, Member
Thomas Starinsky, Landmark Commission, Member

Others Present:

Cameron Roberts, Planner
Daniel Feinstein, Senior Planner
Hans Walter, Architectural Board of Review, Member
Sandra Madison, Architectural Board of Review, Member

The meeting was called to order by Chair Moore at 7:00 p.m.
*

*

*

*

Approval of the September 23, 2020 Meeting Minutes
Ms. Hays noted one typo in the minutes.
It was moved by Ms. Hays and seconded by Ms. Montgomery to approve the minutes with one
revision.
Ayes:
Nays:

All
None

Motion Carried
*

*

*

*

Certificate of Appropriateness: 17601 Winslow Road—Fence and Driveway Gate. Robert
Cugini, homeowner. Represented by Thomas Tekesky, contractor, American Fence Company.
Mr. Roberts said the application is for a proposed fence and driveway gate and only requires
approval by the Landmark Commission. He shared that the home was built in 1925 and designed by
the architects George Burrows and Philo Brooke.

He explained that the proposed fence would be installed along the rear corner of the house and
would be connected to the neighbor’s existing, six-foot tall wood fence.
He shared the proposed fence design, which is a black, ornamental, aluminum fence with a height of
six-feet.
Mr. Roberts explained that in terms of precedent, the Landmark Commission has approved a
number of fences and driveway gates. This has included two similar applications for Winslow Road
properties. Both applications were for black, ornamental, aluminum fences and driveway gates with
a height of six-feet. He presented a photo of one of the previously approved fences at 17608
Winslow Road.
Mr. Roberts said that based on existing precedent, staff is recommending approval of the Certificate
of Appropriateness.
Mr. Starinsky asked whether there is a reason that the fence needs to be six-feet tall. He said it seems
a bit excessive and questioned whether there are any zoning concerns.
Mr. Feinstein explained that zoning regulations allow a six-foot tall fence in the rear yard, which is
where this fence is located.
Mr. Tekesky, contractor, said the homeowner desires a six-foot fence in order to match the
neighboring fence and for security purposes.
Ms. Moore asked whether Commission members had any additional questions. There were none.
Ms. Ryberg-Webster moved to approve the application as proposed.
Mr. Reed seconded the motion.
Roll Call:

Ayes:
Nays:

7
0

*

*

*

*

Certificate of Appropriateness: 13165 Larchmere Boulevard (BP Gas Station)—Canopies.
Carleton Moore, contractor, CWM Services.
Mr. Roberts said this case is a continuation of the preliminary review that took place at the
September Landmark Commission meeting. He said the property owner of the BP Gas Station at
13165 Larchmere, which is located within the Shaker Square Historic District, is proposing to install
canopy structures above the existing fuel pumps.
Mr. Roberts shared renderings of the canopy design that was proposed at the last meeting. He said
that there was not a clear consensus from Landmark Commission or Architectural Board of Review
members at the last meeting. He reviewed the list of design suggestions given during the preliminary
review, which were also included in the September 23 meeting Action Sheet. Mr. Roberts explained
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that the applicant explored the design suggestions of the Commission and has submitted two revised
design options.
He presented design Option One. The canopy is the same size as the original proposal. Changes to
the proposal include brick columns intended to match the existing building and the color of the
canopy underside was changed to soft gray.
He presented design Option Two. The canopy is the same size as the original proposal. This option
includes a white, PVC column design and the color of the canopy underside was changed to soft
gray.
Mr. Roberts said that the property owner submitted a written statement explaining why they want to
install the canopies. He shared several excerpts from the letter. He also shared several excerpts from
a narrative submitted by the applicant explaining why the canopies are appropriate for the historic
property.
Mr. Roberts explained that staff’s recommendation is framed as two potential options for moving
forward. He said that the first option would be a continuation in order to continue refining the
canopy design. He went over several revisions that staff would like to see, including: a revised site
plan, a smaller canopy scale in terms of both area and height, and a revised design of Option One
that includes a trim detail on the base and top of the columns. He said that staff has also
recommended planting a medium-sized tree in the tree lawn on the eastern side of the property in
order to soften from the view on that side. He shared that applicant has provided a revised site plan
that displays the requested street tree.
Mr. Roberts said that staff’s second recommendation option would be a denial based on the canopy
structures’ adverse impacts to the historical character of the property.
Ms. Moore inquired as to why staff’s preference is for Option One with the brick columns.
Mr. Roberts stated that staff felt the brick columns were more historically appropriate for the
property and that the brick columns made the canopy structure sit more quietly on the site.
Mr. Damra shared that his business has been declining for the past ten years and he thinks the
canopies will help increase his volume of customers. He claimed it would be a benefit both to his
customers and his business.
Mr. Moore shared that Option One is also the applicant’s preference. He said the size of the canopy
is as small as possible while still providing any meaningful coverage to users of the gas pumps. He
also shared that the property owner plans to paint the canopy and repaint the existing building trim
as the same color of white in order to match.
Mr. Brown asked whether any additional landscaping and site improvements would be included in
the application.
Mr. Moore and Mr. Damra confirmed that they would. They said this includes improvements to
existing landscaping, such as the requested street tree.
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Mr. Starinsky noted that one of the comments from the last meeting was to explore an option of
smaller canopies above each individual pump. He asked the applicant whether that was investigated.
He stated that the proposal meets most of the guidelines of the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards,
but he is concerned that the canopies block the view-shed of the existing historic building.
Commission Members discussed the height of the proposed canopy and agreed that the proposed
height of 14-feet is acceptable as the site will not be perfectly level and vary in grade.
Ms. Madison said she thinks the applicant did a good job of responding to all of the comments from
the last meeting and also agreed that the brick column option sits more quietly on the property.
Mr. Walter asked the applicant to explain the proposed lighting underneath the canopy. He
suggested that a warmer lighting color would be more appropriate from a historic context.
Mr. Moore stated that they provided a photometric for the proposed lighting. He said the lighting
will be LED’s that are recessed into the canopy. He stated that they will choose a warmer light.
Mr. Starinsky suggested that a condition be made for the applicant to provide updated lighting
details that will be reviewed by a registered architect from the Architectural Board of Review or
Landmark Commission.
Mr. Brown asked whether the gas station is a 24/7 operation and whether lighting will be
permanently on.
Mr. Damra explained that he desires to remain open 24/7, but they currently operate from 6am to
midnight.
Mr. Feinstein explained that the hours of operation for the business cannot be regulated and he does
not suggest allowing customers to pump gas without lighting. It was discussed that lighting should
remain on whenever the business is open.
Ms. Moore asked the Commission and Board whether they had any comments of the proposed
brick column design.
Mr. Reed stated that he supports the brick columns. He said the brick and mortar color should
match the existing building.
Ms. Moore asked whether there is a specific color preference for the grey underneath the canopy.
Mr. Reed says he prefers a warm grey color. It was decided that the exact color would be subject to
staff approval.
Mr. Roberts suggested that the off-white color of the canopy and existing building also be made
subject to staff approval. The Commission and Board agreed with this suggestion.
Mr. Feinstein said that the owner’s intention to eventually replace the existing gas pumps would
have to be reviewed by the Landmark Commission and Architectural Board of Review.
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The Commission and Board agreed to leave the future pump design subject to staff approval.
Ms. Montgomery stated that she does not think the proposed street tree helps. By screening the
proposed canopy, the tree also screens the existing historic building. Commission and Board
members agreed that the street tree should not be included in the application.
Mr. Roberts reviewed the conditions requested during the review:
1. Incorporate the brick columns from Design Option 1. The brick and mortar on the
columns must match the existing structure.
2. The applicant must submit paint samples for the canopy structure, including the
canopy top, canopy underside, column trim, and column base; to be approved by
staff.
3. The applicant must submit details for the proposed LED lighting; demonstrating the
intensity of light with a suggested warm tone to be approved by staff and a registered
architect from the Landmark Commission or Architectural Board of Review.
4. Paint the frames of the LED lighting, the column top trim and the column bases to
match the color of the canopy underside; subject to staff’s approved color per
Condition #2.
5. The building white trim is to be painted to match the canopy white color.
6. The intended future fuel pump upgrades on the property may be administratively
approved. Pumps designs must be submitted for staff review.
Mr. Brown moved to approve the application with the six listed conditions.
Ms. Montgomery seconded the motion.
Roll Call:

Ayes:
Nays:

7
0

*

*

*

*

Staff Approvals
Ms. Moore asked whether there were any questions on the staff approval provided in the meeting
packet. There were none.
*

*

*

*

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 8:13 p.m. The next meeting will be
December 2, 2020.
__________________________________________
Cameron R. Roberts, Secretary
Landmark Commission
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INFORMATION ACCOMPANYING THIS APPLICATION:

PLANS SUBMITTED FOR:

• Cross Section(s) & Construction Details
~ olor Photographs
)l:Material Samples/Manufacturer's Literature

)!:'.Site Plan
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• Foundation Plan(s)
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•
•
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Initial Submission
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Preliminary Review
Staff Review

All submissions must be complete and accurate at the time of application. When plans are submitted, staff will inform the
applicant of the meeting date and time. Someone qualified to discuss the project must be present at the meeting. The Board
will not consider any submission without a representative present.

FOR INTERNAL
USE ONLY

D Check this box to verify that a pre-application meeting with staff for technical assistance and review of the Landmark
Commission Application Procedures document has been completed. The application will not be considered complete
without a pre-application meeting.
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SW9169

Chatura Gray
Interior / Exterior
Location Number: 242-C4

f) c,

FIND INTERIOR PAINT •

FIND EXTERIOR PAINT •

SavetomySW .

Add to my Project List •

I
I

HOM E / PRODUCTS / H C-185 TUDOR BROWN

WeatherSide™ Fiber-Cement
Siding Sell Sheet
(RESFC200)

Updated: 7/18

®

Quality You Can Trust... From
North America's Largest Roofing Manufacturer!™
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The one
e and
and

solution for replacing asbestos siding!

• Perfect Design... Virtually identical in size and shape
to millions of old non-existent asbestos siding shingles
installed over the last 50 years
™

• Safe... WeatherSide Fiber-Cement Siding contains
NO asbestos
• Avoids Hassles and Expenses... Great for replacing
or matching damaged asbestos siding shingles, siding
small additions, or even changing windows without the
expense of new siding for the whole house
• Easy Installation... After properly removing the old
siding,* simply nail the WeatherSide™ Fiber-Cement
Siding in place and paint

• Pre-Primed... Ready to be painted to match existing
wall color
• Extremely Durable... Won’t warp, dent, rot, shrink,
or expand, and even resists termite infiltration
• Fire Safe... WeatherSide™ Fiber-Cement Siding
meets or exceeds UL-approved non-combustible testing
(ASTM E136 & UL 723)
• Code Approvals...
State of Florida approved
Meets or exceeds the requirements
of the Texas Department of Insurance
*We recommend that any removal and disposal of asbestoscontaining products be done by a professionally trained
asbestos-removal contractor.

·WeatherSide·

~

Great For New Residential Applications
And Tough And Durable Enough For
Commercial Construction…
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Matching Accessories Available…
WeatherSide ™ Fiber-Cement Siding accessories offer
faster, easier, more accurate installation and include:

• Proven Technology... WeatherSide™ Fiber-Cement
Siding is fireproof, durable, and resistant to freeze-thaw
conditions
• Fast Installation... Unlike some other fiber-cement siding
products, WeatherSide™ Fiber-Cement Siding does not
require caulking at every joint
• Classic Look... Distinctive beauty unavailable in other
siding products
• Pre-Primed... Comes with a flat white primed surface,
ready for painting
• 1 3/4” Siding Nails
• Pre-Primed Individual Corners
(9", 12", 14", and Emphasis™)
• Backer Strips (9", 12", and 14")

• Peace Of Mind... Backed by a 25-year ltd. warranty*
*See WeatherSide™ Limited Warranty for complete coverage
and restrictions.

SHINGLE SELECTOR
Purity™ Shingle

Emphasis™ Shingle

Profile Shingle

Textured surface with Straight,
Wavy, or Thatched edge.

Extra-thick wood grain surface with
Thatched edge.

Striated surface with Straight edge.

Straight/Wavy

Thatched

Profile 9

Profile 12

12" x 24"

12" x 24"

9" x 32"

12" x 24"

14 5/8" x 32"

Exposure:

11"

10 ½"

13"

8"

11"

13 5/8"

Thickness:

11/64"

11/64"

9/32"

11/64"

11/64"

11/64"

Pcs./Bundle:

18

19

11

19

18

11

Bundles/Sq.:

3

3

4

3

3

3

Sqs./Pallet:

20

20

10

15

20

15

Lbs./Sq.:

168

186

268

177

165

171

Size:

m

14 " x 25
5/8

"

5/32

Profile 14

Note: We recommend that any removal and disposal of asbestos-containing products be done by a professionally trained asbestos-removal contractor.

®

Quality You Can Trust... From
North America's Largest Roofing Manufacturer!N

©2018 GAF 6/18 • #68 • 1 Campus Drive, Parsippany, NJ 07054 • (800) ROOF-411 • gaf.com • gaf-weatherside.com

FIBER-CEMENT SIDING
RESFC200

Wayne
Dalton®

GARAGE DOORS

M O D E L S

9100/9605
CLASSIC STEEL

Sonoma panel, Custom ﬁnish, Stockbridge windows, Decorative hardware

DOOR FEATURES
Pinch-Resistant Panels
designed to push fingers out
of harms way.

3-layer construction

-----

Model 9100 utilizes a
ToughGard® backer, while
Model 9605 provides additional
protection with a steel backer.

Foamed-In-Place
Polyurethane Insulation
provides thermal efficiency
with an R-value* of 10† for
Model 9605 and 9 for Model
9100.

Integral Struts

• High Cycle Spring Option
Choose a 25,000 cycle spring for more than twice the life of
a standard torsion spring

• TorqueMaster® Plus Counter Balance System
Contains springs safely inside a steel tube to prevent accidental
release of tension that could cause injury and features anti-drop
safety technology

• Wind Load Options
Available with structural
reinforcements for use in coastal
or high wind region

• Limited Lifetime Warranty

add rigidity and strength for
long life and smooth operation.
*Wayne Dalton uses a calculated door section R-value for our insulated doors.
†R-value of 10 for 8’ tall doors. R-value for other door heights may vary slightly.
See website for warranty and wind load details.
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Choose Your Style

Doors shown are 8’x7’. Other sizes may have different panel configurations. See Dealer for details.

••••
••••
•• • •
••••

[Ilil] IIIII] [Ilil] [III]]
[Ilil] [Ilil] [III]] [III]]

Colonial

2

I
I
I
I

[IIIlHIIIlJ [III]] [III]]
[IIIlHIIIIl [Ilil] [III]]
Ranch

Sonoma

I
I
I
I

Sonoma Ranch

Contemporary

Choose Your Color

Paint ﬁnishes

White

Almond

Desert Tan

Choice®
COLOR SYSTEM

3

Taupe

Gray

Green

Brown

Model 9605 is available with the TruChoice® Color System, Wayne Dalton’s custom painting
process that offers more than 6,000 colors. See dealer for details.
Actual colors may vary from brochure due to ﬂuctuations in the printing process. Always
request a color sample from your dealer for accurate color matching.

Choose Your Windows

.............
--------

For Colonial and Contemporary Panels

•••••••••••• LA------al •••••••• l• •••I

Cathedral II*

••••

111111•~ 111111•~ 111111•~ 111111•~

Cascade I

--

Cascade II*

Clear I

Cascade III**

Clear II*

Sherwood II*

Stockton III**

1

Prairie I

Prairie II*

Stockbridge*

Stockton I

Stockton II*

-------[•X•XC

Waterton I

Arched Stockton*

Williamsburg I

iiii iiii iiii iiii

1

Clear III**

••••••

........
........ --------

Sherwood I

Cathedral I

Waterton II*

[•%•~

Waterton III**

*Model 9100 Contemporary panel only
**Contemporary panel only

Williamsburg II*

For Sonoma Panels

••••••••••••

••••••••

111111•~ 111111•~ 111111•~ 111111•~

r ............

l

Cathedral I

Cascade I

Cascade III

Stockbridge

• •••••••
[••······1
•••••••• ••••••••

••••••

I [•XC•l

[•X•XC

Waterton III

Stockton I

I

Stockton III

Clear III

Clear I

---- 1 ~1•• •1•• •1•• •1••

---1
_- - - - - - - - .
Arched Stockton

11 11 11
Waterton I

11

--------

For Ranch Panels

t--------1

t•••••••I -------- [--------1
-------Cascade II

Cathedral II

Clear II

Prairie II

Sherwood II

Stockbridge

Stockton II

Arched Stockton

Waterton II

Williamsburg II

Clear IV

Ruston IV

................
••••• •••••

For Sonoma Ranch and Model 9605 Colonial and Contemporary Panels

Ashton IV

Cathedral IV

Cascade IV

••••••

Sherwood IV

Stockbridge IV (3-Lite)

·-·-·
·---· ·-·-·
·---·

•••• ,••••

~

•-•-•

Stockbridge IV (4-Lite)

------ -------- ---- ---,~--

•-•-•

Stockford IV

------- ----

Stockton IV (4-Lite)

---- ----

1------1 1-------- 1 G
···· ···--J ------ -----.-- I•••• •••• I
I=·=·= =·=·= I I-~ ~- 1
Stockton IV (6-Lite)

Stockton IV (8-Lite)

Stockton IV (8-Lite
Arched)

-~~

Waterton IV

Williamsburg IV

~-

Stockton IV (12-Lite)

Williamsburg IV Single Arch, Double Car

Arched Stockton IV

Wyndbridge IV

Not all windows available in all areas. Windows shown are typical of an 8' wide door and placement may vary by panel design. Consult
your dealer for details.

The following windows are available for double car doors

a•

=•••

a•••

Arched Stockton Double

•••

------ ••••

Arched Stockton Single

Glass Options

Clear

Gray Tinted

Satin Etched Privacy

------

Obscure

Optional window placement (Model 9605 only)

Clear windows may be arranged vertically or horizontally
on Colonial, Ranch and Contemporary panels. Windows
placed in the bottom section of a door must use DSB 1/8"
or tempered glass.

Contemporary panel, White ﬁnish with Clear III windows.

4

Choose Your Hardware
]I

tt
Arrow

tt
Spear

See website for additional hardware options.

I•
l•
]I
Fleur De Lis

lt

AFTER
BEFORE

Sonoma panel, Taupe finish, Stockbridge windows, Decorative hardware

Garage Door Design Center
To see this door on your home, visit wayne-dalton.com, or download our Garage Door
Design Center app. Upload a photo of your home and experiment with panel designs, color
options, window styles and decorative hardware designs. Instant curb appeal awaits you
with just a click of your mouse.

Wayne
Dalton.
GARAGE DOORS

D I S T R I B U T E D B Y:

2501 S. State Hwy. 121 Bus., Ste 200
Lewisville, TX 75067

wayne-dalton.com

© 2020 Wayne Dalton, a Division of Overhead Door Corporation. Consistent with our policy of continuing product improvement, we reserve the right to change product
speciﬁcations without notice or obligation. Item W900-907 08/20
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Saiman Lun
18426 Winslow Rd.
Shaker Heights, Ohio 44122

Dear Shaker Heights Landmark Commission;
A short self-introduction to the commission board members. My name is Saiman Lun and by
February of 2021 I will be 60 – two years from retirement after 39 years working in the
automotive industry. I graduated from Case Western Reserve University in 1984 and have
wonderful memories from the four years living in this area and always dreamed of returning.
Moving back will also allow me to be closer to my mother who is living in a senior apartment in
North Royalton. When I saw an opportunity for this duplex in Shaker Heights, which I can rent
out part of the home to cover some of my retirement expense, I decided to make my dream
into reality.
We purchased our home in September and have made many improvements since. Most of the
improvements are required to comply with the point of sale inspection. We had to withdraw
from our retirement savings to fund the point of sale escrow of $23,226. Within the long list of
violations are to repair and refinish of the old windows throughout the house. All of the old
windows are in poor condition and have been painted over multiple times with all upper sashes
painted shut to the frame. The windows are single pane and drafty with aluminum storm
windows covering the outside. These storm windows do not provide much insulation and
greatly detract from our beautiful tutor home.
I have considered three options for these windows. Initially, I thought I could repair and
refinish them myself; however, I realized it required a lot more skill and experience to restore
these type of windows. Additionally, with 31 windows needing repair, I will need a professional
to do the job. One estimate from Anne Sherridon, Gold Plum Window Restoration, quoted
$13,950 to restore both upper and lower sashes and replace all sash cords. This estimate does
not include glazing which some windows would require and the cost will not be known until the
old finish and layers of paint are removed. Anne did not provide an estimate to refinish the
interior and exterior trim and sill plate due to the cost for multiple trips required to do this
work on-site. A second estimate from Brian Gray, Gray Painting & Restoration, gave an initial
estimate of $31,000 to restore the 31 windows plus additional $2,000 to replace damaged sash
cords. Both Anne and Brian estimates are only used as a starting point and the actual cost will
likely be more.

The total cost for window restoration will likely be between $33,000 to $35,000. But this
option does not address the two issues with the old windows, energy efficiency with the single
pane window and the ugly aluminum storm windows will have to stay.
Option two is to replace these old windows with new energy efficient wood windows. A quote
from Chuck Thall, RaeTrent Remodeling, for Jeldwen wood windows came in at $35,455.
Both of these options are definitely cost prohibitive. Also COVID-19 pandemic has had a
significant impact on my financial stability. In the month of April 2020, my company had to
reduce my work week to three days with a 20% pay cut. Then starting September through the
end of the year, a companywide 10% salary reduction was enforced. Due to the unknown
business condition and potential surging COVID cases in early 2021, further reduction maybe
required.
Option three is to replace these old windows with new energy efficient high quality vinyl
windows. RaeTrent Remodeling quoted Mezzo window by Alside to match the look of the front
windows on the 2nd floor replaced in 2014 for $17,515. This is not a small sum of money but it
is half the cost of the other options and comes with a lifetime warranty that will last throughout
my retirement years.
I sincerely hope the commission will consider and approve my application for window
replacement.

Sincerely yours,
Saiman Lun

18426 Winslow Road

Front northside windows:
• Keeping 2nd floor wood casement windows
• Attractive and energy efficient windows
• 31 old windows are in poor condition
• Single pane windows will require major restoration
• Aluminum storm window covering old windows
• Replacing 31 windows throughout the house
• Matching color and grid pattern as 2nd floor windows
• Double pane insulated windows
• Remove all ugly aluminum storm window
• Greatly improve curbside appearance

2nd floor windows are wood casement windows by Weather Shield
• Newer wood casement windows

• Interior wood grid insert
• Interior screen

Westside windows:

More Westside windows:
Upper staircase window
will not be replaced

Southside windows:

Eastside windows:

More eastside windows:

Deteriorated old windows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Point of sale violation sited on all old windows – Aug. 2020
31 windows in poor condition to be replaced
Single pane with heat loss / rattled in windy condition
All upper sashes are painted shut to the frame
All sash cords should be replaced due to damage or in poor condition
Aluminum storm windows are also in poor condition

4+ SHAKERHousing
HEIGHTS
--,-~

Building and

l'ropLTty ln, pcctcd: 18426 Winslow Road

Department

3450 Lee Road, Shaker Heights, Ohio 44120
(216) 491-1470
PO TNT 01' SALE
E RT IFICATE OF INSPECTION
Notice Issued: August 18, 2020
File:
To:

2020--0446

ShumJ:1, R. O.l\is

18426 \lrinslow Road

Type ofS1ructurc:

Two• Family

Inspecrion Date:

August 14, 2020

Vnlid for T ransfer by:

Aucust 18, 2021

Shnkcr Hc,ghcs, Ohio 44122

And:

Century 21 HomcStar
Stan Richardson

Note:
1411.22 /
1411.26

IO. Repair/ secure loose or deteriorated window sills throughout to match original
condition. IF INSTALLING NEW WINDOW, PERMIT REQUIRED .

Option 1: Financially affordable and energy efficient
• Replace 31 old deteriorated windows with new vinyl windows
• Project cost $17,515 by RaeTrent Remodeling
• Matching color and grid pattern from 2nd floor
• Energy efficient double pane
• Remove all ugly aluminum storm windows
Pro:
• Financially affordable
• Energy efficient
• Consistent color and grid pattern to 2nd floor windows
Con:
• Architecturally not consistent with neighboring homes
• Front windows do not match between 1st and 2nd floor

18428 and 18426 Winslow Road

18428 Winslow Road front windows

18428 Winslow Road – windows closeup
• All front casement windows with diamond pattern interior grid
• Side and back windows are double hung with interior grid and screen covering
• Windows exterior color: Architectural Bronze

Current photo on 18426 Winslow

Rendering with all new front windows

Option 2:
• Replace 1st floor front with wood windows
• Same style and grid pattern as current windows
Pro:
• Improved architecturally and consistent original design
• Remove aluminum storm windows improving curb appeal
Con:
• Added $1,350 cost to project

Option 3:
• Includes option 2 with 1st floor wood windows
• Restore 4 windows on the eastside 1st and 2nd floor living room
• Replace 24 vinyl windows the sides and back of home
Pro:
• Offset the added cost for 1st floor wood windows
• Keeping old wood windows next to 1st and 2nd floor fireplace
Con:
• Less energy efficient
• Cost to restore 4 windows
• The only windows with aluminum storm window coverings

Option 4:
• Replace windows in bedrooms and bathrooms only toward the back
Pro:
• Lowest cost option by replacing 13 windows
• Most beneficial for comfort with energy efficient windows in bedrooms and bathroom
• Away from street without affecting architectural design of the home
Con:
• Less energy efficient in other rooms
• Aluminum storm window coverings on must windows in view from the street

Two other options were considered but are cost prohibitive
Option 5: Window restoration
• Estimate from Anne Sherridon, Gold Plum Window Restoration
• $19,685 to restore both upper and lower sashes and replace all sash cords
• Does not include glazing which some windows would require
• Does not include refinish interior and exterior trim, nor sill plate
• Estimate from Brian Gray, Gray Painting & Restoration
• $31,000 to restore the 31 windows and refinish all trim work
• Additional $2,000 to replace damaged sash cords
• Both stated the actual final cost will likely to be more due to hidden damage

Option 6: Wood window replacement
• RaeTrent Remodeling quoted Jeldwen wood windows for $35,455

Statement from RaeTrent Remodeling:
While we understand that we are in a historic district, there is something to be said about the efficiency of wood windows versus
the looks. The air infiltration rating of a typical wood window from AAMA is .15cfm and higher, while the mezzo window has a
.04cfm. This is a substantial difference, along with the cost difference versus the look of the window is a small tradeoff, as the
look will emulate in color and grid pattern the existing windows, other than the fact that you cannot attain an individual divided lite
grille with vinyl windows.
When you install a wood window in the home, the cost difference is inhibitive, roughly $350 to $450 more per opening depending
on size.
When a wood window is installed, there are maintenance issues that arise because the aluminum facade is attached to the
wood window with adhesive and a series of chambers. These frequently fail after a period of time and look worn. A top vinyl
window, as in this case, has a lifetime warranty against fading or peeling of any surface outside, assuring that the windows will
look new for many years to come.
In Summary, while we understand the charter and respect the issue of keeping the historic district looking as it always has in
order to avoid the neighborhood declining in value and stature, we assure that the windows will look like they have always been
there in color, grid pattern, and style, and that the installation will be performed professionally to assure that the homeowner and
the city will have a lifetime of worry-free new windows.

Chuck Thall Owner
RaeTrent Remodeling

Mezzo®EnergyEfficient Vinyl
Windows
Aesthetics and
Technology
Redefined

About
Mezzo® Windows from Alside feature a thennally
optimized narrowline frame and sash with a dualpane insulated glass solution designed to meet
stringent ENERGY STAR® requi rements.
The elegant narrowline construction ensures
maximum daylight visibility while advanced
technological reinforcements deliver dependable
strength while minimizing energy transfer.
You'll sleep well knowing that Mezzo's enhanced
forced-entry hardware and modernized screen and
bulb design provide greater protection against insect
and other undesirable intrusions.
Strong, durable and weatherttght, with the custom
beauty you've come to expect from Alside, the Mezzo
Window is in a class by itself- an affordable window
with perfonnance power above and beyond the rest
Providing the best overall value, the optional Mezzo
Full-Frame Replacement System helps prevent water
intrusion while delivering durability and energy
efficiency. Incorporating Trimworks® Decoratrve
Accents, you're ensured consistent beauty across all
the windows of your home.
Plus, our impressive Lifetime Limited Warranty..
delivers the peace of mind you would expect from an
industry leader.
•see printed warranty for details

Features and Benefits
• Mezzo Full-Frame Replacement System delivers
superior performance with consistent,
aesthetically pleasing exterior trim
• The EdgeForce low-profile frame and sash
creates an expanded glass area while internal
chambers increase structural integrity, rigidity and
energy efficiency
• CoreFX composite reinforcement helps reduce
the transfer of energy while strengthening
meeting rails and allowing for secure mounting of
hardware
• Defense-Tek end-of-t1
hrow cam shift locking
action delivers increased strength and protection
• Forecaster quickly directs water runoff, keeping
the exterior of the window clean and attractive
• The HP3 telescoping sill dam delivers protection
from air and water infiltration, increases structural
stability and enhances beauty
• Gatekeeper interlocking sash-to-sill
technology delivers a unified wall of strength
• The Ocular screen bulb seal eliminates light
penetration between the screen and frame and
aids in easy screen installation and remova l
• Optional enhanced cavity foam insulation
incorporates carbonized foam liners in select
channels of the head, jamb and sill for year-round
protection against energy loss.

Trimworks
About

The Mezzo Full-Frame Repilacement System delivers superior performance, a pleasing aesthetic and innovative, snap-fit
exterior triim with our secure Swiftlock® Technology.
Providing the best overall value, the system nelps prev,ent water intrusion wnile delivering duraoility and energy efficiency.
And now wir~h Triimworks®, consistent beauty is ensured across all the windows of your home in a variety of aesthetic
options.
Three key parts comprise the Mezzo Full-Frame Rep lacement System:

,

... ,

~ • Mezzo Replacement Vinyl Windows: high-perforiming, thin-line frame for maximum viewable glass and energy

,

efficiency

1

)

'---------------------------------------------------------------;
• An ideal frame type: a nailing flange integral to the wi ndow frame provides proper flashing and water management
• Trimworks Decorative Window Accents: a consistent trim look for all windmvs replaced on the home
Benefits

• Trimworks Decorative Window Accents are fao ri cated with ,each window for an exact color match and fit, no matter
the size or configuration.
• Trimworks ensures a uniform, dean-finished aesthetic firom window to window.
• Offered in a variety of brick.mou ld or casing looks, choose among three solid extruded vinyl colors and 10 exterior
painted oolors.
• SwiftLock Technology provides a secure, perfect fit that withstands wind and temperature extremes.
• A properly nashed integral nail fin helps prevent wate r intrusion.
• By removing the old window firame entirely, your new window willl be larger and provide mom viewable glass than a
conventional! install.

Mezzo windows installed by RaeTrent Remodeling:

•
•

Architectural Bronze comparison to house dark brown
Cap can be Royal Brown to closely match house brown

•

All replacement windows to be Architectural Bronze to
match 2nd floor wood windows

Measurements for replacement windows:
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